
Easter Island Chile
04 Days / 03 Nights



Day 01 Easter Island
Reception with flower necklace and transfer to the Hotel.
Accommodation at the Hotel in Easter Island.

Day 02 Easter Island - Half Day Excursion Orongo
Ceremonial Village and Rano Kau Volcano 
Breakfast. We start this tour in the morning towards the
Vinapu sector, an archaeological site which is
characterized by its large basalt slabs carefully made to
fit like Inca constructions of Cuzco. We will also ascend to
the Rano Kau Volcano, a place where there is a large
lagoon, with small islands of totora and abundant
vegetation and micro fauna. At the top of the volcano we
find the Orongo ceremonial village, where the rite of the
bird man was performed, which designated who would be
with the king the spiritual and political leader for a period
of one year. This sacred character with a shrunken man's
body and large bird's beak is sculpted in a large number
of engraved stones. This area has several houses built
with slate stone with a spectacular view of the cliff and in
front of the three islets of Motu Iti, Motu Nui and Motu Kao
Kao, where the competitors had to arrive: descending the
dangerous cliff, swimming on totora floats, looking for the
egg and returning to make the whole journey back. A real
odyssey that we can only understand by being in this
impressive place.
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 As we will be in a high area of the island, and close to
the village, we can see the dimensions of the only
populated area of Rapa Nui, the length of its landing
strip, and how extensive the island is from the viewpoint
towards Hanga Roa, back to your Hotel. 
In the afternoon we will visit the Center of the 7
Explorers Ahu Akivi, it is one of the few platforms where
the Moais seem to look towards the sea, with 7 Moais in
the present it is said that they represent the 7 explorers
sent by King Hotu to Matu¨a before his colonizing
journey. After this visit we will continue to Puna Pau, a
small scoria crater in which the Pukao, hats or crowns
of the Moai were made. Since we no longer visit the Te
Pahu cave due to the bad state of the road (we used to
pass over the lava cavities and that is now in danger of
collapse), and we will visit a very different platform
from the others on the island, because it is a single
Moai standing, but with the particularity this has 20
fingers: Ahu Huri a Urenga. It is also perfectly aligned to
the winter solstice, and it is at this point where
knowledgeable people gather at the right moment. 
Accommodation at Hotel in Easter Island.

Day 03 Easter Island – Full day excursion to Anakena
Beach, visiting Rano Raraku and Ahu Tongariki
Breakfast. Starting the tour from your hotel in the town
of Hanga Roa, the tour will take you to the south-east 
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and northeast coast of the island to visit the first platform
called Ahu Akahanga, made up of 4 platforms, 12 Moai, 8
Pukao. From there it is possible to appreciate one of the
best preserved towns on the island. 
Continuing towards Rano Raraku volcanic crater formed
from consolidated volcanic ash, Rano Raraku is a visual
record of moai design vocabulary and technological
innovation, where 397 moai remain. “Lunch in a picnic
area on the slopes of this volcano. We continue with the
magnificent platform called Ahu tongariki, the most
amazing ahu on the island, with 15 huge Moais. We
continue on our way to Ahu Te Pito Kura, it has the largest
statue erected in an Ahu, the Moai PARO of 10 meters and
85 tons with a PUKAO of 11.5 tons. It is no longer standing,
but we can see its large size despite being split into three
parts. It is believed that it was the last statue to be
demolished around 1840. Next to the AHU is a large
spherical stone that is identified with the navel of the
world (TE PITO O TE HENUA), which according to legend
was brought by Hotu Matua 'a in your boat. And as the last
point to visit, we finally arrive at Anakena beach with its
white sands and palm trees in the background. In this
area, in addition to the wonder of the water, there are
important archaeological remains due to their state of
conservation, such as the Ahu Nau Nau platform. It has 5
Moai with Pukao and 2 broken ones. The back of the Moai
and some stones on the back wall have petroglyphs.
During the excavations, an extraordinary white coral eye
with a red slag pupil was found, it is exhibited in the
island's museum.
We will stay in this grat place and to enjoy the benefits of a beautiful
place. In the afternoon, return to your Hotel. 
Accommodation at the Hotel in Easter Island. 
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Transfer from the airport to the Hotel
03 Nights 3*** Hotel with breakfast
Half Day Tour Rano Kau Volcano 
Half Day Ahu Akivi Tour
Full day excursion to archaeological sites and Anakena
Beach with box lunch.
Transfer from the Hotel to the airport

Day 04 Easter Island - Santiago de Chile
Breakfast. Transfer to the Airport.
End of our services

Include:
Easter Island

Price per person 
03 Nights / 04 Days
Single occupamcy USD 1.098
Double occupancy USD 926
Doesn't include flights ticket
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THE RESPONSIBILITY REQUIRED TO ENTER RAPA NUI:
a) Vaccination Certificate (Printed)

b) Negative PCR, information will be provided to
recommend where to perform the PCR Test 48
hours before boarding.
(This can be changed at the time of travel. We will
inform you 30 days before your trip)

c) The entry form to Rapa Nui must be completed
https://ingresorapanui.interior.gob.cl/
This form is completed 72 hours before your trip
our operating agency in Easter Island VisitChile.cl

d) Find out about the Rapa Nui Residence Law
Article 5, which establishes that any foreign or
national person can only stay for a maximum
period of 30 days on the island.

e) Have the documentation required by the Rapa
Nui Residence Law Article 7: passport, return air
ticket and proof of hotel reservation and tours
before entering the island.

f) The Tours do not include entrance to the Rapa
Nui National Park, therefore, it must be purchased
upon arrival at the Matavari Airport in Hanga Roa
Rapa Nui. Credit Card is accepted and the
approximate price USD 80 per person
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In order to process the reservation, we need the following
information 
Step 1 
Please complete the personal information of each
traveling including the photo of each passport. (In one
form you can add all passports together)
https://visitchile.cl/en/personal-information-forms 

Step 2 
Payment Form for your booking. 
By Credit Card with payment in Chilean Pesos
Please do in the following link:
https://visitchile.cl/en/credit-card-form/ 

You can check the exchange rate with the currency of your
country and to the Chilean Pesos CLP 
https://www.xe.com/en/ 

Reservation process:
Once payment has been received, your reservation will be
processed and verified. Sending Vouchers After we will
send you the vouchers by email, confirming addresses,
telephones and the person reconfirming the reservation. 
(This process takes time because all services are verified
in detail) 

Banking tranfers in US dollars 
Bank's Name: Banco de Chile 
Company's Name: VISITCHILE LTDA. 
Account Nr. 05-270-03069-01 
SWIFT: BCHICLRM 
Address: Del Salvador 201 - Puerto Varas Chile 
RUT: 77.583.930-9 
e-mail: monica@visitchile.cl
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